
Push Grind Pepper and Salt Mill ( WT_PSHGRND )

Instruction guidelines

Although the WT_PSHGRND Push Grind Pepper and Salt Mill can be used as such,
„out of the box“, most woodturners will probably have purchased this grinder in
order to „improve“ it aesthetically with the help of their woodturning tools.

The design is very simple. The only actual requirement is that the finished product
needs to be refillable with salt, pepper or your choice of dried herbs.

To complete the creation of your grinder‘s „Sleeve“, you will require a 25mm drill
and a piece of wood (or other material) at least 94mm in length. Technically, this kit
doesn‘t handle anything longer than 94mm as this is the amount of length that you
need to cover, but it‘s always nice to have a little extra to work with.

Instruction guidelines:
- Place your piece of wood on the pillar drill and drill down the length of your piece
with a 25mm drill bit.
- Remove the piece from the drill and place it on your lathe. Turn it to the shape and
thickness that you wish. Part the sleeve to exactly 94mm in length. Sand, polish and
treat as you wish. Preferably with a food-safe finish.

- Remove the sleeve from the lathe.



- Before gluing the sleeve onto the top cylinder of the push grind grinder,
disassemble the lower part of the body.
- Apply some adhesive to the inside of the sleeve and push the stainless steel
cylinder all the way into the sleeve, making sure that the bottom of the metal and of
the sleeve are flush with each other.

Assembly:
- Once you have completed the woodworking process and glued the sleeve on the
grinder top, screw the base back onto the thread.

Your WT_PSHGRND Push Grind Pepper and Salt Mill is now complete!

Refilling:
- In order to refill your grinder with salt, pepper or other dry herbs, simply unscrew
the base, turn the grinder on its head, refill and screw the base back onto the grinder.

You are now free to enjoy this grinder in your kitchen. Bon Appetit!


